Cabot City Council - Work Session Meeting
Cabot City Annex – Council Chambers
March 4, 2019 @ 6:30 p.m.
Call to Order
Municipal Services – Chairman, Ed Long
1. Harmful Structures Report (Information Only)
2. Building Permit Fees

Norma Naquin

3. Contract to Sell to ARDOT – Parks & Rec

Mayor Kincade

4. Invisible Fence Proposed Legislation

Ed Long/Mike Wheeler

5. Public Works Community Input

Budget & Personnel – Chairman, Doug Warner
1. Budget Amendment – Senior Citizen Center

Mayor Kincade

2. Organize Military Relations Committee (Discussion Only)

Doug Warner

3. State Legislature Representation (Discussion Only)

Doug Warner

4. Budget & Personnel Community Input

Police & Fire – Chairman, Damon Bivins
1. Police & Fire Community Input

Community Development – Chairman, Kevin Davis
1. Uncommon Communities
2. Community Development Input

General Community Input
Adjournment

Becky Williams
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MUNICIPAL SERVICES COMMITTEE – FEBRUARY 21, 2019
HARMFUL STRUCTURE REPORT
This report will outline the current status of the Harmful Structures process and will give an update on
properties currently being investigated as Harmful Structures. There will also be discussion in regards to
the current Harmful Structures Code and the need for revisions.
Currently, there are 25 cases related to Harmful Structures in iWorQ. The oldest case is from early 2012.
There is a long gap from early 2012 to 03/05/2017. I am not aware of any cases that fall between 2012
and 2017 that are not in iWorQ.
In 2017 there were six (6) cases related to Harmful Structures. Four were resolved by the property
owner, one was resolved due to redevelopment of the property, and one was determined to not be
within the City limits.
In 2018 there were twelve (12) cases. Four were resolved by the property owner; two turned out not to
be Harmful Structures; three were opened in 2018 and to this date no further action have taken place;
one was issued a Request For Inspection in 2018 and no further action has been taken; and two were
cited into court. One of those just went to trial this year.
In 2019 there are six (6) cases to date. One is not an actual Harmful Structure, just a porch that is in bad
condition; two were sent notices in 2018 but case date shows 2019 and they are still in the early stages
of the process; three have not been issued any notices at the time of this report.
The Harmful Structures process involves the possibility of condemning and possibly razing someone’s
property. This is a very delicate issue and should be addressed as so. Up until approximately five years
ago, the Harmful Structures process was handled with a Committee based procedure that allowed for a
more thorough and precise investigation and report on subject properties. The current code and written
procedure has few excellent components, but more importantly it lacks full implementation and
enforcement.
As the Director of Municipal Services, Code Compliance falls under my supervision. It is my
recommendation that the Municipal Services Committee do a full review of the Harmful Structures Code
as it currently reads, and make necessary amendments. There is a need to refine not only the code, but
also the procedures to ensure full compliance with all State laws pertaining to the notification process.
As I mentioned above, Harmful Structures means dealing with the possibility of condemning and
possibly razing someone’s property.
While some of the issues with the current process can be addressed with internal departmental policy
and procedure changes, without a full review of the current process, and without making the needed

changes, any policy and procedural changes would be for naught, and the result would not be a
perfected code and process.
Accompanying this report is a documentation packet that includes the current codes, as well as copies of
case histories for each case in iWorQ. Please take this information with you today and review it. This will
enable you to see what the current code and process consist of and aid in making any recommendations
as to amendments that need to be made.

SUMMARY:
The current Harmful Structures Code, along with the procedures and level of enforcement, each have
flaws that require attention. I am respectfully requesting that the Municipal Services Committee
perform a thorough review of the Harmful Structures Code and amend it as needed. Once the Code
itself is refined, as the Director of Municipal Services, I can then develop and implement internal policies
and procedures to ensure proper enforcement of this code.
I want to thank each of you for your time and for allowing me to present this report to you. I look
forward to working with you on this matter. If you have any questions, or if you need more information,
please let me know.

Report prepared by:
Joe Gunderman
Director of Municipal Services

ORDINANCE NO. _ OF 2019
AN ORDINANCE TO REPEAL ORDINANCE NO. 65 OF 1995; TO ESTABLISH
BUILDING PERMIT FEES, DEMOLITION FEES, INSPECTION FEES AND
THE LIKE; PROVIDING FOR THE CALCULATION THEREOF; AND FOR
OTHER PURPOSES
WHEREAS, the costs to adhere to the various codes of the City of Cabot have
increased substantially since the adoption of Ordinance No. 65 of 1995 and the Zoning
and Building Official recommends adoption of the fee structure, attached hereto as
Exhibit “A” and incorporated herein by this reference; subject to the approval of this
governing body.
NOW THEREFORE, BE IT ORDAINED BY THE CITY COUNCIL OF
CABOT, ARKANSAS, THAT:
SECTION 1:

The fee structure for the City of Cabot is hereby established as

depicted in Exhibit “A” attached hereto and incorporated herein by this reference.
SECTION 2:

All ordinances or parts of ordinances in conflict herewith are

hereby repealed. Ordinance No. 65 of 1995 is hereby repealed in its entirety.
SECTION 3: Severability Clause. If, for any reason, any portion or portions of
this ordinance shall be held invalid, such invalidity shall in no way affect the remaining
portions thereof which are valid, and that such valid portions shall be and remain in full
force and effect.
SPONSOR:
Norma Naquin, Ward 3, Position 1

PASSED:
DATE:
APPROVED:
Ken Kincade, Mayor

APPROVED AS TO FORM:

ATTEST:

___________________________
Jim Taylor, City Attorney

Tammy Yocom, City Clerk~Treasurer

DEMOLITION PERMIT FEES:
Interior Only Demolition Fees (Residential & Commercial) - $50.
Residential Structure Demolition Fees - $100.
Commercial Structure Demolition Fees - $150.

COMPARIABLE BUILDING PERMIT FEES
NEW RESIDENTIAL 2,500 SQ. FT. HOUSE
City
North Little Rock
Bryant
Benton
Searcy
Cabot – New ($200k)
Cabot – Old
($112.5k)

Building Permit
$500
$250
$200
$415
$313
$225.50

Electrical Permit
$250
$275
$200
$50
$250
$125

Plumbing Permit
$250
$225
$200
$50
$250
$145

HVACR Permit
$250
$225
$60 (1 Unit)
$35 + $15/Unit
$250
$100

Total Permit Fees
$1,250
$975
$660
$565
$1,063
$595.50

Calculation of Fees
City
North Little Rock
Bryant
Benton
Searcy

Building Permit
Electrical Permit
$.20 / Total Sq. Ft.
$.10 / Total Sq. Ft.
1 & 2 Family - $.10 Total $.11 / Total Sq. Ft.
Sq. Ft.
$.08 Total Sq. Ft.
$.08 Total Sq. Ft.

Plumbing Permit
$.10 / Total Sq. Ft.
$.09 / Total Sq. Ft.

HVACR Permit
$.10 Total Sq. Ft.
$.09 Total Sq. ft.

$08 Total Sq. Ft.

$60 – 1 Unit
$35 – 2 to 9 Units
$37 – 10+ Units
$35 + $15/Unit

$15 plus $.15 / Total Sq. Ft. $50
$50
plus $25 C.O.
Cabot - New
$80/ Total Sq. Ft. = Total $.10 Total Sq. Ft.
$.10 Total Sq. Ft.
$.10 Total Sq. Ft.
Estimated Construction
Cost. $213/ first $100,000
plus $1/ additional $1,000
Cabot – Old
$50 per H/C Sq. Ft. plus $.05 Total Sq. Ft.
$.05 Total Sq. Ft. plus $20/ $.05 H/C Sq. Ft.
$25 per non- H/C Sq. Ft.
Water Heater
Note: The H/C sq. ft. used in calculating Cabot’s old system was 2,000 sq. ft. The non – H/C sq. ft. was 500 sq. ft. Total sq. ft. was 2,500 sq. ft.
This is where the $87,500 difference between Estimated Construction Cost comes from. ($200,000 - $112,500)

COMPARIABLE BUILDING PERMIT FEES
NEW COMMERCIAL 7,500 SQ. FT. BUILDING
City
North Little Rock*
Bryant**
Benton***
Searcy*
Cabot – New
Cabot – Old

Building Permit
$2,037.50
$825
$900

Electrical Permit
Depends on plans
(see next chart)
$825
$600

Plumbing Permit
Depends on plans
(see next chart)
$675
$600

$1,702.50

$50

$50

$720
$660

$900
$225

$900
$225 + $20 / Water
Heater

HVACR Permit
Depends on HVACR
cost (see next chart)
$675
Depends on # of
units
$50 plus $15 / Unit
$900
$225

Total Permit
Unknown without
other pertinent info
$3,000
$2,100 minus the
HVACR Permit fee
$1,867.50 (includes
one HVACR unit).
$3,420
$1,355 (includes one
water heater)

* $7,500 X $90 sq. ft. ($675,000) used to determine cost of building. They require this information from the Contractor, so this will vary from job
to job. (North Little Rock and Searcy)
** When valuation exceeds $100,000, a plan review fee of one half of the Building Permit shall be paid, with a maximum plan review fee of
$5,000
*** Plan review fee ranging from $75 to $250 added.

Calculation of Fees
City
North Little Rock*

Building Permit
(see fee schedule below)

Bryant
Benton

$.11 Total sq. ft.
$.12 Total sq. ft.

Searcy

$15 plus $2.50 (includes $50
ACT 474) per each $1,000
$90 Total sq. ft. = Total $.12 Total sq. ft.
Estimate
Construction
Cost. $650 for the first
$500,000 and $.40 each
$1,000 additional.
$70 Total sq. ft. = Total $.03
Estimate
Construction
Cost. $650 for the first
$500,000 and $.40 each
$1,000 additional.

Cabot - New

Cabot – Old

Electrical Permit
Depends on openings,
load centers, meters and
various aspects.
$.11 Total sq. ft.
$.08

Plumbing Permit
HVACR Permit
Depends
on
various Depends
on
various
aspects.
aspects.
$.09 Total sq. ft.
$.08
$50

$.09 Total sq. ft.
$60 – 1 Unit
$35 – 2 to 9 Units
$37 – 10+ Units
$50 plus $15 per unit

$.12 Total sq. ft.

$.12 Total sq. ft.

$.03 Plus $20 per water $.03
heater

*I used $90 per sq. ft. to determine estimated construction costs. North Little Rock and Searcy use construction costs provided by the Contractor.
North Little Rock calculates commercial fees based on so many various aspects of the plans that without exact plans, a true calculation can’t
be determined.
NLR Fee Schedule - $100 and less – No fee unless inspection required, in which case $25 per inspection.
$101 to $50,000 - $50 for the first $2,000 plus $4 per each additional $1,000
$50,001 to $100,000 - $250 for the first $50,000 plus $3.50 per each additional $1,000
$100,001 to $500,000 - $350 for the first $100,000 plus $3 per each additional $1,000
$500,001 and up - $1,600 for the first $500,001 plus $2.50 per each additional $1,000

COMPARIABLE BUILDING PERMIT FEES
NEW RESIDENTIAL 1,200 SQ. FT. HOUSE
City
North Little Rock
Bryant
Benton
Searcy
Cabot – New
($96,000)
Cabot – Old
($55,000)

Building Permit
$240
$120
$96
$220
$205

Electrical Permit
$120
$132
$96
$50
$120

Plumbing Permit
$120
$108
$96
$50
$120

HVACR Permit
$120
$108
$60
$50
$120

Total Permit Fees
$600
$468
$348
$370
$565

$125

$60

$60+$20 = $80

$50

$315

Calculation of Fees
City
North Little Rock
Bryant
Benton
Searcy

Building Permit
Electrical Permit
$.20 / Total Sq. Ft.
$.10 / Total Sq. Ft.
1 & 2 Family - $.10 Total $.11 / Total Sq. Ft.
Sq. Ft.
$.08 Total Sq. Ft.
$.08 Total Sq. Ft.

Plumbing Permit
$.10 / Total Sq. Ft.
$.09 / Total Sq. Ft.

HVACR Permit
$.10 Total Sq. Ft.
$.09 Total Sq. ft.

$.08 Total Sq. Ft.

$60 – 1 Unit
$35 – 2 to 9 Units
$37 – 10+ Units
$35 + $15/Unit

$15 plus $.15 / Total Sq. Ft. $50
$50
plus $25 C.O.
Cabot - New
$80/ Total Sq. Ft. = Total $.10 Total Sq. Ft.
$.10 Total Sq. Ft.
$.10 Total Sq. Ft.
Estimated Construction
Cost. $96,000
Cabot – Old
$50 per H/C Sq. Ft. plus $.05 Total Sq. Ft.
$.05 Total Sq. Ft. plus $20/ $.05 H/C Sq. Ft.
$25 per non- H/C Sq. Ft.
Water Heater
$55,000
Note: The H/C sq. ft. used in calculating Cabot’s old system was 1,200 sq. ft. The non – H/C sq. ft. was 200 sq. ft. Total sq. ft. was 1,000 sq. ft.
This is where the $41,000 difference between Estimated Construction Cost comes from. ($96,000 - $55,000)

Overland Park Kansas ordinance:
Dogs may be confined to the premises of the residential property of their owner, keeper or
harborer by an electronic fence or an electronic collar. An electronic fence or electronic collar
is defined as a fence or a collar that controls the movement of a dog by emitting an electrical
shock when the animal wearing the collar nears the boundary of the owner’s, keeper’s or
harborer’s property. The collar may be controlled manually by a person or automatically in a
predetermined manner. Dogs confined to residential property of the owner, keeper, or
harborer, by an electronic fence or an electronic collar, shall not be permitted to be nearer
than 10 feet away from any public sidewalk or property line that is contiguous to neighboring
property. In addition, dogs are prohibited from being confined by an electronic fence or an
electronic collar in the front yards of an owner’s, keeper’s or harborer’s property. No dog
having been found a dangerous animal by the animal control division shall be confined by an
electronic fence or an electronic collar. All owners, keepers or harborers of dogs who use an
electronic fence shall clearly post their property to indicate to the public that a dog is
confined to the property by an electronic fence or electronic collar. Electronic collars may not
be used to control a dog when it is off its owner’s, keeper’s or harborer’s property.

Cabot Proposed ordinance language:
Dogs may be confined to the premises of the residential property of their owner,
keeper or harborer by an electronic fence. The electronic fence must be
professionally installed underground. The collar must be controlled automatically
in a predetermined manner. Dogs confined to residential property of the owner,
keeper, or harborer, by an electronic fence shall not be permitted to be nearer than
10 feet away from any public sidewalk, public street or property line that is
contiguous to neighboring property. In addition, dogs are prohibited from being
confined by an electronic fence in the front yards of an owner’s, keeper’s or
harborer’s property. No dog having been found a potentially dangerous dog or
vicious animal by the Animal Control division shall be confined by an electronic
fence. All owners, keepers or harborers of dogs who use an electronic fence shall
clearly post their property to indicate to the public that a dog is confined to the
property by an electronic fence. Electronic collars may not be used to control a dog
when it is off its owner’s, keeper’s or harborer’s property.
Definition: (electronic fence) - An electronic fence is defined as a fence that
controls the movement of a dog by emitting an electrical shock when the animal
wearing the collar nears the boundary of the owner’s, keeper’s or harborer’s
property.

The use of shock collars and their impact on the welfare of dogs:
A review of the current literature
Emily Blackwell and Rachel Casey
Department of Clinical Veterinary Science
University of Bristol
2006
There is a wide range of different methods currently in use in dog training. The
techniques are based upon operant conditioning, which is the process of learning
whereby the animal forms an association between an action and the consequence to it
of doing that action. Reinforcement of a behavior means that the likelihood of the
target behavior being shown again is increased. Reinforcement can be positive or
negative - positive reinforcement is where the behavior increases due to the addition
of a pleasant stimulus, and negative reinforcement is where a behavior increases due
to the removal of an aversive stimulus. Similarly, positive and negative punishment
decrease the likelihood that a behavior will be shown in the future.
Hence, aversive stimuli are used to suppress specific behavior in both positive
punishment and negative reinforcement. In negative reinforcement the aversive
stimuli is presented until the desired response is performed, thereby reinforcing the
target behavior i.e. the dog learns that the unpleasant experience will end when it
shows the correct behavior. This is termed an escape or avoidance response. An
example of this is training a dog to walk to heel using a choke chain. When the dog
pulls on the lead, the chain tightens around the dog’s neck causing pain, but if the dog
walks to heel on a loose lead the chain is slack and the dog avoids pain. In positive
punishment the aversive stimulus is presented when the target behavior is performed,
thereby suppressing the behavior (e.g.: smacking a dog when it jumps up).
Traditionally dog training relied heavily upon techniques involving negative
reinforcement or punishment, however, in more recent years increasing emphasis has
been placed upon the use of positive reinforcement. This is the rewarding of a target
behavior in order to increase the likelihood that the dog will do the same thing again.
An example of this is clicker training, where the sound of the click, which is
associated with a reward, is used to reinforce a desirable behavior
In order for any form of training to be successful, it is important that the reinforcer or
punisher is applied very quickly after the animal’s action, in order for the animal to
make an association between its own behavior and the consequence of it. In addition,
the reinforcer or punisher must be applied at such a level that it either increases or
decreases subsequent displays of the behavior. In the case of positive reinforcement,
this requires the reward to be something that the animal values, and which creates a
positive emotional response. Where punishment is used, it must be aversive enough to
create a negative emotional response.
What are “shock” collars?
Electrical stimulation or shock collars are devices through which a trainer can
remotely deliver a shock, using pain as a positive punisher in order to suppress a

target behavior. Shock collars are also recommended for use as a negative reinforcer
i.e. the pain ceases when the dog shows the correct behavior. These devices are
available to the general public and are marketed for general obedience training as well
as a wide range of specific behavior problems, including aggression, predatory
behavior, toilet training, separation-related behavior and compulsive behaviors
(Lindsay, 2005)
There are three types of electronic training device available to the general public:
those that are operated manually via a remote-controlled transmitter; those that
operate automatically in response to a dog barking; and those that are activated at a
boundary line to keep dogs within a defined area. The manually operated device has
also been modified for use in horses, and the boundary training device is also
marketed for use in cats. The intensity and duration of the shock can be varied and
some collars, though not all, produce a warning beeping sound, prior to the shock.
The shock lasts between 1/1000 of 1 – 30 seconds and the intensity uses a current of a
few thousand volts (Schilder et al, 2004).
The introduction of electronic, or ‘shock’ collars for the training of dogs has been
very controversial. Those in favor of the use of such devices value their benefits for
a number of reasons. For example, they are useful in terms of being aversive enough
to suppress target behaviors; they can be applied at a specific time that the animal
will associate with a specific activity; their intensity can be precisely controlled such
that sufficient punishment is used to stop a behavior; the punishment can be
administered from a distance; they can be a cheaper alternative, for example in
removing the need to provide solid fencing; they avoid the need for direct punishment
from the owner; and they can facilitate a different behavioral response (Polsky
1994). Advocates of electronic training claim that the use of these devices presents a
smaller risk of long term welfare problems than alternative methods of punishment in
general use, whilst opponents of the use of electronic collars point to the possible
welfare implications resulting from incorrect use and the potential for abuse.
Training using punishment or negative reinforcement
There is a great deal of literature from experimental psychology concerning the effect
of punishment and negative reinforcement on the behavior of various species, many
involving the use of electric shocks as an aversive stimulus. Avoidance learning has
also been widely utilized in research examining models of anxiety and the efficacy of
anxiolytic drugs. However, when using aversive shocks to manipulate behavior
outside of a controlled laboratory situation, a number of confounding factors need to
be considered.
One of the main differences between learning observed in a laboratory setting and that
which occurs in real life situations is the presence of other, random, stimuli. Any
stimuli present when the aversive stimulus (shock) is presented may serve as a
discriminative stimulus for punishment (Polsky, 1994). In other words there is a real
danger of an unwanted association being made between the shock and some
coincidental stimuli (eg: the presence of the trainer, or context in which the shock

occurs), other than the performance of the targeted unwanted behavior, even when
the two are temporally contiguous. In addition inappropriate levels of shock may
result in an intense fear and avoidance of the location e.g.: owner’s back garden. In a
recent case, a dog was trained to an electronic containment device by the owner
walking the dog up to the boundary on the lead. Rather than learning to avoid that
particular location, the dog learned to avoid the owner putting the lead on in the
garden, through the display of aggression. This is particularly problematic where the
use of boundary shocks can become associated with the approach of people or other
dogs towards the property. Another reason for failure to achieve the desired change in
behavior is that dogs may learn that shocks are only applied when the collar is worn,
leading to the unwanted behavior returning after the collar is removed (Polsky
1994).
Schilder and colleagues (2004) compared the behavior of dogs trained using shock
collars with a control group of dogs, during both free walking in a park and training
sessions. They found that in both situations the dogs previously trained using shock
collars showed more behaviors associated with stress than dogs trained in similar
way, but without shock collars. They concluded that the dogs associated the presence
of the handler with the aversive shock, as they were showing fearful behavior even
when free walked in a different context.
To facilitate an association being made between the behavior to be suppressed and
the punishment, the timing of the punishment is vital. Anxious and fearful responses
particularly occur where the punishment is poorly synchronized with the action of the
animal (Schalke et al., 2005). In such cases, the recipient does not learn to associate
the punishment with their own behavior, but may associate it with other stimuli
present at the time, or the general context in which the punishment occurred. This
problem of inappropriate timing of punishment is exacerbated by the tendency for
owners to not be objective in their use of punishment techniques: often such
techniques are used when they themselves are angry or frustrated, and unrelated to
specific behaviors in their dog. Owners can be seen, for example, repeatedly
shocking a dog for running off after it has come back into sight.
Schilder observed that shocks were frequently given by trainers immediately after the
command was given, not giving the dog the opportunity to react to the command and
avoid the shock, but instead teaching the dog that the command was a predictor of the
shock. If such undesirable associations were made when the device was used by
experienced trainers, then it is very likely that this would happen even more
frequently where training is carried out by members of the general public.
Some authors also recommend the use of shock collars in conjunction with radio
microphones on the dog’s collar, to enable remote punishment of unwanted
behaviors such as chewing, destruction or urination (Tortora, 1982c). With such use,
there is clearly significant scope for error where the owner is reliant upon audible
evidence that the dog is performing the unwanted behavior.
Unintended associations due to poor trainer timing, or the chance association with

another, random, stimulus, occurs as frequently with reward based training as it does
with punishment techniques. However, with all avoidance learning, responses are
likely to be long lasting and resistant to extinction and counter conditioning compared
to positive reinforcement methods (Brush, 1957; Solomon et al., 1953). The difficulty
in correcting errors when using aversive methods is significant considering the
opportunities for unintended associations, and the potential development of fears for
the reasons mentioned above.
A further problem with the use of aversive stimuli, and shock collars in particular, is
achieving the optimum level of pain/discomfort to suppress the target behavior.
Starting with a low intensity shock and gradually increasing to find the level required
is not effective as animals can habituate to aversive stimuli. To effectively suppress a
behavior, the initial level of punishment needs to be sufficient to suppress the
behavior and avoid immediate reappearance. There are ethical concerns with this
approach as there is no way of knowing in advance how intense the initial punishment
should be for each individual animal. Given that there is some indication that high
levels of stress may influence a dog’s ability to learn (Bodariou, 2005; Walker et al.,
1997; Mendl, 1999), any punishment that is too severe may also result in a stress
response that impedes learning.
Other drawbacks of the use of punishment or negative reinforcement in training dogs
include the risk of eliciting aggression, or reinforcing a fearful or phobic response.
Although some authors have advocated the use of shock collars in the treatment of
certain types of aggression in dogs (Borchelt and Voith, 1996, Tortora, 1982d), as
pain is a primary eliciting stimulus for aggression (Johson, 1972) and given that pain
caused by an electric shock is a well documented stimulus for aggression in a wide
variety of species (Heacock et al., 1975; Hutchinson, 1973), it is clear that the
potential exists for a dog to respond aggressively to a nearby person (Polsky, 1983).
Indeed when electrical stimulation has been used for ‘snake proofing’ (teaching a dog
to leave snakes alone), some dogs have been found to attack the snake rather than
withdraw (Tortora, 1982c). The suggestion that shock collars are used to kidnap-proof
dogs, by training them to avoid strangers offering treats if their owner is not present
(Tortora, 1982c) must surely carry the same risk of defensive aggression towards
people. In cases of inter-dog aggression, shock collars will potentiate aggression if
used when the dogs are fighting (Tortora, 1982c), and case histories suggest that
aggression is enhanced if used on dogs showing signs of fear or defensive aggression
at the sight of other dogs.
Richard Polsky (1994) examined whether aggression in dogs can be elicited through
the use of electronic pet containment systems. He collected data relating to incidents
where dogs that were trained, or in the process of being trained, with an electronic pet
containment system and had shown aggression towards people. Polsky concluded that
due to the lack of prior development, the nature and intensity and context of the
attacks, the incidents recorded could quite plausibly have involved shock-induced
aggression.

Shock collars have been widely recommended for use to modify behaviors
associated with anxiety or fear, such as separation-related behaviors and compulsive
behaviors. In the case of behaviors that have developed as a result of fear, there is a
risk that aversive stimuli may exacerbate the dog’s fear (Tortora, 1982c). Tortora,
(1982d) further states that almost all phobic dogs that he has trained using painful
electrical stimulation have attempted to bite during the initial stages of training.
As accurately determining the aetiology of any behavior requires detailed history
taking and expertise, it is unlikely that pet dog owners will be equipped to assess the
risk that an aversive experience might actually reinforce their dog’s problem
behavior, or create new problems. For this reason, many professional behavioral
clinicians do not advocate the use of any form of aversive stimuli by dog owners,
where it is likely to cause the dog to become fearful.
With the use of increasingly complex equipment there comes an increased potential
for malfunction. Whilst a solid fence guarantees containment and the exclusion of
people, a boundary system using a shock collar may fail to function due to damage to
the boundary wire, worn out batteries, improper fitting of the collar, problems with
the receiver collar or transmitter or extraneous radio signals (Polsky, 1994). Some
bark activated electronic collars have been affected by ambient noise, resulting in
eventual habituation (Wells 2001).
The relative effectiveness of different training techniques applied in real life situations
has not been widely researched, however, in a recent questionnaire survey (Hiby et
al., 2004) owners ratings for their dogs obedience during 8 specified tasks was
positively correlated to the number of tasks that were trained using rewards, but not
using punishment. This suggests that training using positive reinforcement based
methods is more likely to be successful than those based on punishment. The study
also found that the use of punishment techniques in the training of dogs was
associated with an increase in the incidence of problem behaviors. This is likely to
be because the use of punishment increases anxiety in the recipient
Is the application of a shock stressful to the dog?
There is little doubt that high intensity electrical stimulation causes a physiological
stress response in dogs (Schalke, 2005). Application of initial high intensity shocks
has also been found to elicit behavioral responses associated with fear and distress in
the dog, including yelping, struggling, biting, freezing, withdrawal, hiding, running to
the owner, cowering, trembling, defecation and urination (Tortora, 1982a). Whilst the
stress response is a normal/adaptive physiological response that allows an animal to
cope with changes in its environment, this can be detrimental where the animal cannot
predict and control the situation, for example if the dog being trained is unable to
learn how to avoid the shock. Where cortisol levels in dogs exposed to
predictable/unpredictable and controllable/uncontrollable exposure to shocks have
been measured, they have shown an increased cortisol response in dogs that were
unable to avoid the shock (Dess et al, 1983).

These findings were supported by a recent study carried out at Hannover Veterinary
School. Beagles that had displayed hunting behavior towards a mechanical prey
device were trained not to chase the prey using shock collars in 3 different treatment
groups. Shocks were administered to dogs in the first group when they touched the
prey, in the second group shocks were administered if the dog did not obey a recall
command when the prey was presented, and dogs in the final group received shocks at
random time points. Salivary cortisol measures showed an increase in cortisol (stress
response) in all three groups, but this was significantly greater in the group of dogs
that were shocked at random (punishment was unpredictable and uncontrollable).
(Schalke et al., 2005).
Whilst studying the effects of inescapable shock on active avoidance learning in dogs,
Martin Seligman discovered that if dogs were repeatedly unable to control/avoid
shocks, they exhibited learned helplessness and were subsequently unable to learn an
avoidance response (passively accepted shock), even when given the opportunity to
escape. In addition to the conditioned dogs, 5% of naïve dogs, that had never been
exposed to inescapable shocks, exhibited learned helplessness (lay motionless on the
floor) from the first exposure, even though escape was possible (Seligman and Maier,
1967). This phenomena has been repeated in numerous studies (Overmier and
Wiekiewicz, 1983; Seligman and Groves, 1970; Overmier and Seligman, 1967;
Seligman, 1975). High intensities of shock tend to be applied when owners or trainers
are angry or frustrated, or in situations where the intensity is gradually increased, due
to the animal learning to tolerate the shock when in a situation where it is highly
aroused and motivated to perform a behavior (e.g. livestock chasing).
One of the main concerns about the use of shock collars is that they may cause the
recipient to become fearful and/or anxious, resulting in a long term threat to the dog’s
welfare. Schilder and van der Borg (2004), for example, looked at body posture
indicators of emotional state in a group of guarding dogs trained with an electronic
collar in comparison with the same measure in a group trained without such a device.
The dogs trained with the electronic device were found to show behavioral signs
associated with fear and pain (Beerda, 1997), both during training and some time
afterwards, both within the training context and outside of the training situation with
the trainer. The dogs appear to become anxious in those situations which might
predict a shock, with reports of reactions shown over a year after training took place
(Schilder, 2004). These findings suggest possible implications for the long-term
welfare of the dog.
Proponents of the collars argue that the level of intensity of shock rarely needs to be at
a level that would cause such reactions, however a difficulty arises when deciding on
an appropriate level, due to large individual differences between dogs. Even within a
single breed, dogs have been shown to have a variable capacity for coping with
aversive stimulation (Vincent & Mitchell, 1996; Tortora,1982b; Fisher, and Houser &
Pare, 1974). This leads to the problem of determining and administering an
appropriate level of shock (high enough to suppress the behavior, but not so high

that it causes a prolonged fear or anxiety response) for each individual dog. Although
these devices are presented as a highly controllable method of modifying behavior,
via the controlled administering of pain/discomfort (the collars are designed to allow
operator to set the duration and intensity of shock), an individual animal’s experience
when a shock is applied will be influenced by numerous factors. In addition to
individual temperament, the experience will be affected by the dog’s previous
experiences, frequency of application, location of shock, thickness of hair and level of
moisture on skin (Lindsay, 2005). Given that many of these factors are not easily
determinable by the operator, this makes the device far less precise than suggested.
In addition to this, even if the operator was able to reliably set the level of punishment
that the dog would experience, deciding upon what level of punishment is appropriate
for an individual dog is not something that can be prescribed. The operator would
only be able to assess the level of fear/stress experienced by the dog using behavioral
indicators, which would be extremely difficult. This makes it very hard for the
operator to assess the dogs response and set the level of stimulation according to the
individual’s requirements, as recommended in the literature supporting the use of
electronic training collars. Indeed given that many of the electronic collars available
produce a high-end shock that far exceeds that required by the average dog and
owner, and given that stimulation at high levels can produce significant distress and
emotional harm to the dog (Lindsey, 2005), there is clearly considerable potential for
accidental high level shocks or deliberate abuse, causing suffering to the animal.
There have also been reports of physical lesions on the neck caused by high intensities
of shock (Seksel, 1999), especially in wet weather, although these have been
contended by proponents of the collars. However, when used in boundary systems the
close fitting collars are frequently worn for long periods, leading to the possibility of
skin irritation or contact necrosis (Polsky, 1994)
Are shock collars effective training devices?
There has been very little scientific research examining the effectiveness of using
electrical stimulation in the training of pet dogs. Shock collars have reportedly been
used to suppress predatory behavior with some success. In a study of hunting dogs,
for example, aversive conditioning with a shock collar was found to reduce the
probability of dogs chasing or attacking domestic sheep, without any apparent adverse
effects (Christiansen et al. 2001). However whether this effect was generalized to all
contexts in which sheep were encountered is unclear.
In a comparative study of the use of an electronic anti-barking collar with a citronella
collar, the latter was found to be both more effective, and also more readily accepted
by the owners of the dogs (Juarbe Diaz and Houpt 1996).
A further study found that the use of shock collars was effective in treating acral lick
dermatitis, when used in conjunction with an Elizabethan collar (Ekstein and Hart,
1996) However this study was limited to 5 cases, there was no evidence as to the
occurrence of other anxiety related behaviors, nor to the value of the shock collar
alone without the Elizabethan collar.

Some authors have also suggested that intense aversive stimuli may not be effective
when training behaviors that are incompatible with the animals species specific
defense reactions i.e.; behaviors that the dog would not normally show if it was
fearful, such as retrieving an object. (Reid, 1996; Tortora, 1982c; Bolles, 1970).
Given the lack of scientific evidence for the efficacy of behavioral modification
using shock collars, particularly in the long term, in addition to the potential for
mistakes or deliberate abuse and the difficulty in correcting such errors, the
widespread use of these devices must be carefully considered.
Some authors argue that alternative training methods and devices in common use as
punishment are as bad or indeed worse that the administration of a shock from an
electronic collar (Lindsay, 2005), however Schilder’s study suggested that use of
shock collar produced an increased frequency of behaviors associated with
fear/stress than other “harsh” methods such as the use of prong collars or physical
punishment. Regardless of the relative drawbacks of individual punishment methods,
there are alternatives to training using any form of aversive stimuli. Indeed,
alternative methods are available and effective. Tortora (1982c) argues that the use of
electrical stimulation is virtually essential to achieve the high levels of proficiency
required for success in competitive dog training, however assistance dogs in the UK
are trained very effectively to a high level using only positive reinforcement.
Animal trainers and clinical behaviorists have an obligation to use the least aversive
means necessary to produce behavioral change. Individuals vary as to whether this
allows for the use of shock collars as last resort, when positive methods have been
unsuccessful and failure to modify the dog’s behavior would result in compromised
welfare in the long term.
Shock collars are freely available to the general public and are sold with minimal
instruction. As their humane use requires a highly skilled user, some authors argue for
a licensing system, to restrict the use of electronic collars to experienced trainers and
thereby minimize the potential for incorrect use (Schalke et al., 2005, Tortora, 1982d;
Christiansen et al., 2001).
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Official Opinion of Electronic Fences/Collars

Humane Society of the United States
The Humane Society of the United States promotes the “Five Freedoms” that insures individuals meet the
mental and physical requirements of their pets.
1. Freedom from hunger and thirst
2. Freedom from discomfort
3. Freedom from pain, injury, or disease
4. Freedom to express normal behavior
5. Freedom from fear and distress

Aversive collars
Some trainers use aversive collars to train "difficult" dogs with punishment. These collars rely on physical
discomfort and pain to teach the dog what not to do. They suppress the unwanted behavior, but they don't
teach the dog what the proper behavior is. At best, they are unpleasant for your dog, and at worst, they may
cause your dog to act aggressively and even bite. Positive training methods should always be your first
choice.
Electronic Shock collars
Shock collars use electric current passing through metal contact points on the collar to give your dog a
signal. This electric signal can range from a mild tickling sensation to a painful shock.
Shock collars are sold as training devices and to stop barking. They are also used with pet containment
(electronic fencing) systems.
The least humane and most controversial use of the shock collar is as a training device. The trainer can
administer a shock to a dog at a distance through a remote control. There is a greater chance for abuse
(delivery of shocks as punishment) or misuse (poor timing of shocks). Your dog also may associate the
painful shock with people or other experiences, leading to fearful or aggressive behavior.
Electronic fencing uses shock collars to delivers a shock when the dog approaches the boundaries of the
"fenced" area. Typically, the shock is preceded by a tone to warn the dog they are about to get shocked.
Caution! Shock collars can irritate and inflame your dog's neck. Take theses steps to avoid problems:
•
•

Don't leave the electronic collar on for an extended length of time.
Clean your dog's neck and the contact points that touch your dog's neck regularly.
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Whole Dog Journal “Electric Dog Fences; Are they safe” February 2003
Issue – Updated December 14, 2018

Electric Fencing Leaves Your Dog Vulnerable
Shelter workers from around the country tell of the numbers of stray dogs who are brought in wearing them.
When their owners retrieve them, some will nonchalantly admit that they neglected to replace the batteries.
Others admit that their dogs will run through the fence to chase a squirrel, or to follow another dog, or to
visit an alluring female in season.
When for the umpteenth time I return our visiting Lab to his home a half-mile away, the owner tells me that
the fence is out (again!) because of a recent electrical storm. He asks me how he is supposed to keep his dog
home in the meantime – as if there is no other rational alternative but to let him run loose. Bring him in the
house, I answer, but I know my suggestion falls on deaf ears.
Electronic containment systems not only give dog owners a false sense of security about the reliability of the
containment, but also fail to protect the dog from intruders. Marauding canines, dog thieves, neighborhood
bullies, angry service persons, rabid skunks or raccoons – all have easy access to a dog who lives inside a
fenceless fence.

Electric Fences Stimulate Barrier Aggression
In addition to leaving the dog vulnerable to attacks, electronic containment systems fail to provide any
physical barrier to protect unwary passers-by from the dog. The list of documented cases of electronic fencerelated aggression grows longer by the day.
The stimulus of passing cars, kids on bikes, people walking their dogs, squirrels climbing in and around
street trees, etc., tends to goad some dogs into a state of angry arousal. If the dog is aroused enough to test
the limits of the fence, he gets shocked – which conditions him to associate the pain of the shock with
whatever he was focused on when he got shocked.
Further, any unsuspecting visitor who crosses the invisible barrier into the dog’s reach can be the unwitting
victim of the dog’s pent-up frustration. Worse, if the dog’s arousal reaches a high enough peak that he runs
through the fence, the immediacy of that shock is likely to add to the intensity of the dog’s aggressive
behavior in that attack.
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People for the Ethical Treatment of Animals “Prong and Shock Collars and
Electric (‘Invisible’) Fences”
Cruel “training” devices such as anti-barking shock collars, electric (“invisible”) fences, and prong collars
rely on painful punishment and negative reinforcement. They cause dogs to live in fear of being electrically
shocked or painfully choked for normal behavior such as crossing invisible lines, barking, jumping onto
surfaces within their own homes, and getting ahead of their guardians during walks. Positive, humane
training methods, in which dogs are rewarded for desirable behavior, are much more effective.

Shock Collars
Shock collars can cause dogs physical pain, injury (ranging from burns to cardiac fibrillation), and
psychological stress, including severe anxiety and displaced aggression. Individual animals vary in their
temperaments and pain thresholds; a shock that seems mild to one dog might be severe to another. The
anxiety and confusion caused by repeated shocks can lead to changes in a dog’s heart and respiration rate or
gastrointestinal disorders. Electronic collars can also malfunction, either administering no shocks at all or
nonstop shocks.

Electric (‘Invisible’) Fences
Dogs whose yards are surrounded by electric fences may develop fear or aggression aimed at what they
believe to be the source of the shock (kids riding by on bikes, the mail carrier, the dog next door, etc.). Dogs
have been known to run through electric fences when frightened by fireworks or chasing a squirrel and then
be too scared to cross back through the barrier.
Electric fences may actually encourage dogs to try to escape. Since they only receive painful shocks in the
yard, they might associate the shock with the yard itself—once they escape, the pain goes away. The fact that
the pain returns when they try to re-enter the yard can cause them to believe that they are being punished for
returning home.
Even when dogs are successfully confined to a yard with an electric fence, they are still in danger of being
attacked by roaming dogs, cruel humans, or other animals who can freely enter the property. A dog in
Michigan was shot and killed by a utility worker who didn’t realize that she was contained by an invisible
fence. Electric fences are also a dog thief’s dream come true!
Real fences and positive training methods are the kind choice and much more effective.
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American Kennel Club (AKC) Vice President Gina Dinardo on Fox and
Friends : September 16, 2014
“There are better training methods than using shock collars,” said Dinardo. “Shock collars can cause stress,
distress, sometimes pain… they can prevent dogs from even being receptive to other training methods in the
future. In a worst-case scenario the dog might become aggressive.”
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The Pet Professional Guild “Electronic Fencing What You Need to Know”
Electronic fences, e-fences, radio fences, Invisible Fences™, pet containment fences: they all amount to the
same thing. A system where your dog wears a radio controlled electronic collar that shocks him whenever he
crosses a certain perimeter, sometimes marked (at least at first) with little flags. If you are considering this
kind of fence, there are some things you need to know that the people who market them won’t tell you. The
fences and accompanying collars are marketed as safe, painless, and foolproof by the companies that make
them and the stores and individuals who sell them. And they seem to offer a simple solution for situations
where it’s hard or not allowed to put up a real fence. Unfortunately, invisible fences are not safe, they are not
foolproof, and they are certainly not painless. But you don’t have to take my word for it. There’s plenty of
evidence, and it’s not on the side of the salespeople. I’ve got no vested interest. But the fence companies and
installers do.
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The Warm, Fuzzy Image: It Sounds So Safe and Harmless!

Here is the product description for one of the well-known electronic fence setups, quoted here for purposes
of critique. “The “Famous Brand” wireless fence pet containment system is a revolutionary concept that
provides the safest, simplest form of pet containment ever. Plug in the transmitter somewhere inconspicuous
in your home. The transmitter emits a 17.5 kHz radio signal around your home. Your pet wears a lightweight
receiver collar that “listens” for the signal. While the collar is receiving the signal your dog is free to run and
play in your yard. When he approaches the boundary of the signal area he receives a warning beep. If your
dog does not return he receives a static correction which is startling but not harmful. With a little simple
training your dog will quickly learn his boundaries. The training of your pet is a key element with the
“Famous Brand” wireless fence. Follow the easy instruction and training manual that is included.” I hesitate
to reproduce this here because it is quite effective persuasive writing. With words and phrases like, “safest,”
“simplest,” “inconspicuous,” “lightweight,””free to run and play,” “static correction,” “not harmful,” “simple
training,” and “easy instruction,” it paints a picture of something benign, humane, and easy to use, that works
consistently. Here is a rewritten version, omitting the warm and fuzzy language and using complete
descriptions of the processes involved. “The “Famous Brand” electronic fence system uses a shock collar
connected to a radio transmitter with the goal of keeping your dog inside a chosen area. Electric shock has
been used in laboratory experiments for decades for behavioral studies to put animals in a state of stress or
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fear and is also linked to increased aggression. Plug in the transmitter in your house. The transmitter emits a
17.5 kHz radio signal. Your pet wears a shock collar that will be triggered by a change in the signal. The
collar must be fastened tightly on the dog’s neck so that the probes will poke through the dog’s fur and press
firmly into his skin. Even when not generating a shock, the collar is likely to be quite uncomfortable. While
the collar is receiving the standard signal your dog is safe from shock. When he approaches the boundary of
the signal area he receives a warning beep. If your dog does not return, or goes through the boundary, he
receives a shock to his neck that can range from a tingle to very painful, depending on the setting you
choose. The instructions describe how you will test the shock on your dog when you adjust the settings, but
there is no objective way to tell exactly how much it will hurt him, or whether it will effectively stop him at
the barrier when he is excited. Also, if he triggers the shock by going through the boundary, he will end up
outside the designated area and free to go where he wants. He will probably not cross the boundary again to
return to the yard. The instruction manual describes how to train your dog to stay inside the boundaries.
However, the “Famous Brand” electronic fence system can not be guaranteed harmless or reliable, nor does
it have any way to prevent other animals or people from entering your yard. That sounds like a different
product, doesn’t it?
About Electric Shock

In order to make an informed decision about using an electronic fence, you need to understand a bit about the
effects of electric shock on animals. The shock collar and e-fence industries go to great lengths to make the
shocks induced by collars seem benign, calling them “stims,” “taps,” “sensations,” or “pressure” but they are
inarguably electric shocks. In experimental psychology and animal behavior studies, electric shock is the
standard laboratory method to scare or hurt an animal and put it into a state of stress. In Seligman’s classic
experiments on learned helplessness, inescapable shock was the mechanism by which both rats and dogs
shut down and stopped responding. Shocks are sudden, painful, and usually unlike anything the animal has
ever felt before. There are studies of dogs trained with shock collars, including with trainers experienced
with the method, that show longterm negative behavior changes centering on fear and stress. The shocking
mechanism of collars for electronic fences is the same as that of other shock collars. The two most recent
studies of shock collars showed that shock collars are detrimental to dogs’ welfare. This article summarizes
the findings of the recent studies along with some previous ones, and also has links to the studies
themselves: The End for Shock Collars? Shock collars used for electronic pet fences can likely cause all of
the problems referenced by the studies. In addition, there is often no human supervising the dog. (That’s a
major reason for having a fence.) That absence increases the chance of the dog associating the shock with
events in the environment and causing the problems delineated above, and means that there is no one to help
if the collar malfunctions. There is one study specifically addressing electronic fencing systems:
Can Aggression in Dogs Be Elicited Through the Use of Electronic Pet Containment Systems? –Richard Polsky.

The answer to the question posed in the title is that is sure looks that way. Dr. Polsky is appropriately
conservative about making broad generalizations but his data are strongly indicative of problems. He
analyzes five cases of dog-to-human aggression specifically associated with being shocked by an electronic
fence and charts the situations and specific behavior of the dogs. He cites previous research that has shown
that shock-induced aggression is typically intense and vicious, with repeated bites. (It should tell us
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something that shock is also used in laboratories to induce aggressive behavior in animals.) In addition,
aggression induced by shock tends to be without the warning signals that dogs usually give when prompted
to aggression by external events, and this was borne out by the dog attacks associated with e-fences. Dr.
Polsky’s final statement is as follows:
…manufacturers need to acknowledge the risks involved and make consumers aware that the systems are not
foolproof and that some dogs could attack a person as a result of having received electric shock.
Following are some of the problems that can easily befall dogs whom people try to contain with an electronic
fence.
Problem #1: Your Dog Is Not Safe

An electronic fence may keep your dog in but it can’t keep anything else out. Electronic fences leave your
dog unprotected from humans, animals, or anything else that comes by your house or into your yard. The
electronic fence offers your dog zero protection over being teased, harassed, or stolen by humans, attacked
by other animals, or ingesting or interacting with anything inappropriate that someone tosses into your yard.
The boundary of your yard may not even be clear to passers-by. Unlike with a physical fence, there is
absolutely nothing between your dog and the rest of the world. Even if you have the biggest, most imposing
dog in the world, it is still vulnerable to harm in this situation. That’s a dealbreaker right there, before we
even get to the harm of the actual shock.
Problem #2: The Shock Can Easily Be Associated with the Wrong Thing

Dogs (and humans) learn by association. We see this all the time. Dogs pay attention to what things might
predict other things. Your getting out the clippers means they’re about to get their toenails clipped. Your
picking up the leash means they are probably about to go for a walk. They develop emotional responses
accordingly. This means that your dog can very easily come to fear and/or aggress towards people and other
dogs due to the fence and collar, because if he sees anything that excites him and causes him to run across
the boundary, either to flee or aggress, he will get shocked. If that pattern gets repeated just a few times: see
mail carrier, get shocked, the appearance of the mail carrier will be associated with bad things happening.
There is also the possibility that if you have more than one dog enclosed in such a way, they may become
aggressive to each other as a result of receiving shocks. This could happen because of association, if a dog
comes to associate the shock to proximity to its yard mate. Or it also could be simple redirection, where an
animal aggresses towards something present and convenient if it can’t reach the thing that is scaring or
bothering it. Even if you have set up a visible boundary for your dog and followed the training instructions
for the electronic fence, that training can never be guaranteed to “stick” during every possible situation.
While your dog is calm and just hanging out, he may well stay within the perimeter to avoid being shocked.
But if something catches his interest and gets him excited, he may well forget about the perimeter entirely or
not notice the warning sounds. This is a terrible thing to happen to a dog who is already afraid. For instance,
he fears the UPS truck. When it comes he tries to run away, crosses the perimeter, and gets shocked. Now
the UPS truck is even scarier because it has come to predict sudden sharp pain. Equally tragic is what can
happen to a friendly dog. Let’s say you have a retriever mix who loves kids. He gets really excited whenever
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he sees them. Here come some kids. Maybe they are even carrying a ball. Your dog rushes forward to greet
them, hits the perimeter, and gets shocked. That doesn’t have to happen many times before your dog comes
to associate kids with being hurt. You may have lost your dog’s friendliness forever, and he may become
aggressive. You will have no power over what your dog associates with the shock. Electronic fence collars
are automated electronic devices and do not care why the dog is approaching the boundary. The dog will get
shocked no matter what. Bad experiences like this increase the likelihood of the dog developing fears and
even aggression.
Problem #3: Your Dog Can Still Get Out: Then What Happens?

What is the situation after the dog runs through the perimeter and gets shocked? He’s outside the fence, in
the presence of whatever triggered him to dash through the perimeter, and he has just received a painful and
startling shock. Unless you are right there to take action (and if you were always there, you wouldn’t need
the fence) one of the following things will likely happen.
•
•
•

Your dog will keep running and get lost;
Your dog will attack the thing that was associated with the shock (leashed dog, kid with ball); or
If your dog hasn’t been poisoned towards kids yet, maybe the friendly kid will try to lead him back to
your house. And make him cross the perimeter and get shocked again while he is walking with the
kid, who may even be touching his collar. What do you think your dog will do then?

Veterinary behaviorist Dr. Karen Overall reports that there are cases of humans being bitten when they
pulled dogs over the boundary of an electronic fence. [Manual of Clinical Behavioral Medicine for Dogs and
Cats, 2013, p. 108-109] The thing you would hope for, that the dog would wait calmly just outside the
perimeter, waiting for you to get home and turn the fence off or remove his collar, is not likely to happen.
You got the fence because you didn’t figure the dog would stay in the yard in the first place. Once the dog is
outside the perimeter, you are pretty much in trouble.
Problem #4: The Collar Can Malfunction or Be Set Incorrectly

Don’t forget that, as with any electronic device, the collars can fail. I know of at least once case of a dog who
was under continuous shock because of a short in the collar. You can see a shock collar injury from an efence collar in one of the links below. The DEFRA study that is referenced in The End for Shock
Collars? found several of the collars purchased for the study were faulty, including one that repeatedly got
stuck with the shock on. There’s a more subtle problem as well. The methods that the instructions describe to
decide the setting for the individual dog depend entirely on the dog’s response to the shock. In general, you
are instructed to experiment on your dog, starting with a very low setting and raising it until you see a
reaction. Unfortunately, a response from the dog is not an accurate way to calibrate how much pain they are
experiencing. We all know dogs who are very stoic about pain (as well as some who appear to be very
sensitive). And the dials of many shock collars do not have equal gradations, so, for instance, the difference
between 3 and 4 can be the difference between annoying and terrifying. So it is guesswork. Guesswork with
your dog’s life and wellbeing at stake. In addition, the pain experienced by any dog can vary with changes in
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the environment. The humidity and even your dog getting a haircut can change how well the prongs in the
collar conduct electricity into his body (this was also confirmed in the DEFRA study).
Problem #5: You Could Be Liable

By co-author Karen Peak, West Wind Dog Training If the first four reasons didn’t convince you, consider
this. If someone comes legitimately onto your property and your dog harms them, you could be held liable.
As discussed in Problem #1, e-fences provide no safety to your dog. They also provide no safety to
others from your dog. Your dog already may have an increased propensity for aggression due to previous
shocks. As described in Problem #2, he can come to associate the warning signal with scary things in the
environment, again because of previous shocks. So what happens when the utility man comes onto your
property? In most communities there are provisions for delivery people, mail carriers, utility workers, and
meter readers to legally enter your property. They are not trespassing. They probably can’t even see a
boundary. So when someone comes on your property and startles your dog (already easily stressed and
startled because of his history of being beeped at and shocked by the fence), what if he bites them? He can
get right to them without danger of shock because there they are, right inside the boundary with him.
Veterinary behaviorist Dr. Karen Overall reports that there are “numerous reports of human injury under
exactly these circumstances.” [Manual of Clinical Behavioral Medicine for Dogs and Cats, 2013, p. 108109] I am not a lawyer and don’t play one on TV, but it doesn’t take much legal knowledge to realize that in
many communities you will be held liable. Your community will probably consider your dog, who is not
subject to a physical restraint system like a fence or a tether, out of control. The utility man had a right to be
on your property and expect safety. If you had had a physical fence, he would have had to ask you for entry,
but why should he if he doesn’t even see a boundary? (And just try putting up a “Beware of Dog” sign if you
have no fence.) So now you are facing fines, and your dog has a bite history and has been designated
dangerous. How is your insurance company going to feel about continuing to cover you? And what are you
going to do about your dog now? No rescue will take him, and it probably isn’t ethical to rehome him. No
electronic fence company, or individual who sells them, has any control over what comes into your dog’s
environment. But you are responsible for what happens there.
“Freedom” for your Dog?

The marketing materials of the electronic fence companies often feature photos and videos of dogs romping
on huge, lush green lawns without a care in the world. They promise “freedom” for your dog, over and over
again. We (USA folks in particular) are practically wired to have a positive response to that word. But
frankly, is a dog alone in a yard, with an automated electronic shock collar strapped tightly around its neck,
really free?
It’s a myth that [electronic fences] provide dogs with more freedom. In fact, these devices violate three of
five freedoms that define adequate welfare for animals: • Freedom from pain, injury, and disease • Freedom
to express normal behavior • Freedom from fear and distress–Karen Overall, Manual of Clinical Behavioral
Medicine for Dogs and Cats, 2013
I know that many, many people who install electronic containment fences have their dogs’ best interests in
mind. The salespeople have told them the collars don’t really hurt the dog. They may figure in any case that
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a little “tap” once in a while is worth it for their dog’s safety. I hope I’ve shown you here that the pain is
probably not trivial, and the safety is definitely illusory.
Resources
•
•
•

Peace in the yard: 7 ways to dog-proof your fence: GREAT suggestions about physical fences.
Training Your Dog With Shock: How Will You Decide?: The nitty gritty about shock collar training
Simply Shocking: Extensive article from the Whole Dog Journal about the many problems with electronic
fences and collars.
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EDITORIAL

Considerations for shock and ‘training’ collars:
Concerns from and for the working dog
community
In the United States, the FBI periodically convenes scientific working groups (SWGs) to establish
guidelines, stan- dards, or best practices in fields or disciplines relevant to a law enforcement focus.
Given the global events of the past few years it is appropriate that dogs are now a focus addressed by the
Scientific Working Group on Dogs and Orthogonal Detector Guidelines (SWGDOG) (www.swgdog.org).
As co-chair of this SWG my task has been to emphasize roles for canine behavioral genetics where
appropriate in the development of the guidelines, and to chair the subcommittee on unification of
terminology (SC1) and co-chair the research subcommittee (SC7). This group is as unique and diverse a
congregation of people as I have ever encountered. In addition to scientists, membership includes those
from national and international government and canine groups, law enforcement officers, trainers,
handlers, and those involved in virtually all detection disciplines involving ca- nines. All documents
produced by this group are posted on the public website in a step-wise manner and available for public
comment as the first pass of the topic is completed. This is a truly collaborative effort, and I encourage
readers of this journal to visit the website and contribute when the potential to be helpful exists. More
information on the mission and work product of SWGDOG will appear in JVB: CAR in the future, but I
wanted to discuss an issue that arose as a result of my role as co-chair of this group.
Those of us who publish and speak frequently at colloquia or continuing education are often quoted or
cited. In the absence of a context that is provided by being present when a talk is given or when a
complete article is read, we often have statements or polices attributed to us that do not completely or
accurately represent our views. I experienced this phenomenon recently as a result, in part, of publishing
my editorial on shock (Overall, 2007). Because the issue is a common one I thought that we might be able
to engender an expanded discussion on the facets that are part of this complex discussion.
The issue raised with me involved a post on a listserv for canine handlers that stated: “The co-chair of the
committee is a behaviorist/vet, Karen Overall. She’s a sworn enemy of such devices as Ecollars, pinch
collars and any other devices see that can cause pain to a dog.” There are multiple issues implied in this
statement, and I shall go through them stepwise. I have included some references in this article, but the
original list of references can be found in the editorial on shock. Here is how I explained my thought
process to those on the listserv. As an academician, I publish extensively, primarily in the peer-reviewed
and textbook literature. This means my ‘views’ are a matter of public record, and that I based my
arguments on results found in the published literature.
As a specialist in veterinary behavioral medicine and a researcher who focuses on the development and
treatment of anxieties in dogs, behavioral genetics, and performance outcomes I am asked to evaluate and
comment on a wide population of dogs. Although most of the dogs on whom I now focus are selected
because of research interests (the genetics of aggressions, anxiety, and noise reactivity), many of these
dogs are actually patients who come to me because of problematic behaviors. Additionally, I continue to
see a subset of dogs who are not the focus of any behavioral investigation but who are troubled dogs with
distressed humans. This means that one population for whom I evaluate tools are patients, problematic
and distressed dogs.

Absolutely, without exception, I oppose, will not recommend, and generally spend large amounts of time
telling people why I oppose the use of shock collars, prong collars, choke collars, and any other type of
device that is rooted in an adversarial, confrontational interaction with the dog. Without exception, such
devices will make my anxious patients worse and allow the anger level of my clients to reach levels that
are not helpful and may be dangerous. The link between dog abuse and spousal/child abuse is now well
established (Ascione and Arkow, 1999; Lockwood and Ascione, 1998). I educate people about this and
about breaking the cycle.
Simply put, when these adversarial methods are used on my patients they become more anxious, more
pathologic, and potentially more aggressive and dangerous, depending on their problem. I am currently
dealing with a poodle who is now biting the owner more—not less— often than before because the owner
has begun to use a prong collar in her obedience training classes. This is a woman who has shown dogs in
obedience for years and thinks she is doing well because she has rejected the calls from her fellow trainers
to use a shock collar.
The reason these devices make my patients worse are the same reasons that I would oppose their use—
were I asked— for working dogs. They do not work the way people think they do, and there are better
tools and understandings for accomplishing what people who use these seek to accomplish. Such tools
‘work’ by engendering fear, pain, and distrust, and in doing so they cause long-term damage that
make dogs more reactive, less trusting, and less able to reach their full potential in their partnership with
humans, no matter what form that partnership takes. These are not my opinions: these are the findings
from the scientific literature, and this is an essential point.
As a scientist I do not have the luxury of claiming that I am right because I have done something one way
for years, nor do I have the ability to assert that a technique does not injure dogs when the evidence
indicates otherwise. Science is about understanding patterns in how the world works and, as such,
provides a methodology by which we can test claims and assertions. When these adversarial methods
have been tested rigorously, they have been found wanting.
In the past decade, scientists have evaluated the effects of shock, sudden loud noises, the force exerted by
tight neck collars versus harnesses, and numerous other control and treatment issues that are now falling
under the growing domain of welfare issues in animals. The United States lags behind most European
countries, Australia, and New Zeal- and, and, to a lesser extent, Canada in consideration of animal
welfare issues, but these issues affect many working dogs and pertinent welfare information should be
available and accessible to those handling working dogs.
Those who know me can have no doubt that one of my missions is to ensure that scientific articles and the
information they contain pertaining to canine behavior and behavioral genetics are available to the
working dog and dog fancier community. In fact, the citation and compilation of such sources is one of
the missions of SC7 of SWGDOG and our database now contains greater than 900 research articles and
chapters in scientific publications.
A brief review of 2 of the main points—roles for immobility and obedience and the effect of shock on
molecular and cellular ‘learning’—from the original editorial is war- ranted here.

Roles for immobility and obedience
We have known for decades that shock works to teach avoidance and cessation of behavior, which in the
extreme form often examined in the psychologic literature, is referred to as “immobility.” It is this criteria
of ‘immobility’ by which learned helplessness is accessed (Seligman, 1971). No one who is
recommending shock for treatment of behavioral problems has evaluated scientifically the extent to which
they may be inducing learned helplessness. In none of the website sources supporting the use of shock

that I read did any of the authors realize that cessation of one behavior did not mean that the dog was
normal, or that he or she was rationally complying with a program designed to eliminate the reason for
the behavior. In fact, it is often claimed that clients find that the dog becomes ‘obedient.’ Obedient dogs
can be quite distressed, and suffer from profound anxiety while complying with a request. We must ask
ourselves 2 questions with respect to cessation of a behavior and the potential for subsequent immobility:
(1) is immobility what we want and is cessation of one behavior about which a client has a
complaint sufficient; and (2) what other behaviors or behavioral processes are being affected when one is
exposed to shock?
Cessation is insufficient for 2 reasons. First, if the behavior stops we must realize that a ‘stop’ here is only
a halt in the process or signal and that the dog must then be directed toward and rewarded for an
appropriate behavior if we wish for him to be able to make such a decision himself as a result of learning.
Second, and more important, the canine behavior for which the animal is receiving a shock is not
analogous to the level-pressing behaviors so often cited in the rodent literature for which shock has been
used as an assay for ‘motivation.’ The behaviors for which people wish to use shock in dogs are those that
annoy humans. These behaviors are either signals or non-specific signs of underlying distress. It is clear
from the above example that such distress is neither considered nor addressed.

Effect of shock on molecular and cellular ‘learning’
If shock and pain are profound, it is possible to induce almost immediate long-term potentiation (LTP),
the molecular changes associated with hippocampal memory that will lead to a strong aversion or phobia.
The hippocampus is the primary region where fears and anxieties associated with fearful stimuli are
thought to originate, so a logical sequela to a stressful, painful stimulus may be fear, phobia, or
withdrawal. At the cellular level any kind of repeated reinforcement ensures better, more numerous and
more efficient connections between neurons. When stimulation continues, we know that activity
dependent plasticity at synapses (e.g., learning) occurs in the lateral amygdala. This is one modality
postulated to be involved in learning of contextual fear (Schafe et al., 2001).
We may also be changing other behaviors or processes when we expose an animal to shock (Beerda,
1997). In a landmark study published in 2004, Schilder and van der Borg (2004) showed, using guard dog
training of German shepherd dogs, that there were untoward, negative, long-term effects of training with
shock. Dogs that were shocked in training, but not when the evaluations were made, showed a lower ear
posture in free-walking, and more stress-related behaviors than did dogs who had not been shocked in
training. These differences were also found when these dogs participated in obedience training and
manwork. In addition to the noted behavioral responses associated with stress and distress found in dogs
that had been trained with shock, the researchers also found physiologic differences in the HPA axis that
were most profound when the person associated with the shock (the owner or handler) was present. Their
conclusions were that: (1) this type of training, in general, is stressful; (2) receiving shocks is painful for
the dogs; and (3) dogs learn a context-dependent concern: the presence of the owner/handler and his or
her commands announces the reception of shocks. This is still the most rigorous study on the responses of
dogs to shock, to date, and it shows that, although shocked dogs can excel as guard dogs, their behaviors
toward humans and work circumstances changed, often indicating heightened uncertainty and reactivity.
We need to ask ourselves if this is the response we truly desire or if we could do better.
Even if the response to a shock in a training situation is to ‘stop,’ a response, it in no way represents what
the dog will do in real-world situation. I am sure that most readers of this post are familiar with the You
Tube video of the French police dogs, one of whom bites the handler when the handler tries to stop him
from going further (the dog is wearing a shock collar) and ONLY responds to the handler when the
handler punches the dog in the face. Simply, the dog is cognitively and physiologically past any response
to shock except to become more aroused by it. To rely on shock to stop a dog in a real-world situation is
neither safe nor rational, based on what we know from the literature of aroused states and physical

violence. Any officer who has responded to a domestic violence call knows what force or pain will do to
the situation. The same logic applies to dogs. The president of one of the larger, regional detection dog
groups in the United States told me that he believed that any handler who hits the streets with a dog
wearing a shock collar did not have a well-trained or reliably trained dog. The handler, unfortunately,
does not understand how much he or she con- tributes to the dog’s unreliability. In short, we need the best
partners available for K9 officers and the data indicate that shock interferes with achieving this goal.
There are also serious physical and medical concerns for using choke or prong collars on dogs. For years
there have been data implicating these tools in cervical (neck) instability and degenerative arthritis in
dogs and in recurrent laryngeal nerve paralysis, which can affect voice, swallowing ability, etc. Such
concerns are not rare in working dogs. We now have data (Pauli et al., 2006) showing that the effects of
neck pressure by collars increases intraocular pressure—the pressure in the eyes of dogs—in a manner
that is injurious to the vision of many dogs over the long term, and in the short-term in a way that puts
dogs with thin corneas, glaucoma, eye injuries including corneal lacerations, etc. at serious risk,
especially during exercise or activity. It should be noted that German shepherds have a relatively high
incidence of some of these eye conditions. None of these effects were found when the dogs wore a
harness. The pressure changes noted in the eye were the result of increased pressure on the jugular vein
and all veins to the head and eyes. Furthermore, the effects were more profound with age, meaning the
effect was larger for older dogs.
The final issue I wish to address is the one that says you should use aversive stimuli to teach dogs
appropriate avoidance. There are 2 parts to this issue: timing and learning theory, and practical tests.
I have observed dogs on whom shock is being used to stop the dog from pursuing the wrong target. For
this to have any chance of working one basic tenet of learning theory MUST be complied with: dogs learn
by association if the stimulus is delivered within the first few seconds of the behavior or its onset. This
means that by the time the dog is off-course, the onset of that behavior in the dog’s mind may have been
minutes ago. It is no surprise that when shocked, many of these dogs just stand there and yelp. Simply,
the timing was wrong, the stimulus was greater than it needed to be just to teach ‘no,’ no alternative was
offered, and the dog learned something unintended. Many, many working dogs have been shocked, but
they may work as well as they do, despite this finding, not because of it. That statement should allow us
to raise the question of whether they would have worked even better were other methods used.
‘Aversion therapy’ has been used to teach dogs to ‘avoid’ classes of individuals like snakes, in regions of
the world where there are poisonous snakes, and stock, in parts of the world where people are concerned
that dogs will worry or kill stock. There are no scientific studies on whether shock teaches dogs to avoid
snakes, in part, be- cause the population data on the range of ‘normal’ canine responses to snakes are
lacking completely.
There are, however, some population level data for the shock and stock issue, within a restricted set of
circum- stances. Mort Bakken and colleagues in Norway have looked at using electric shock to prevent
dogs who might do so from worrying/attacking sheep (Christiansen et al., 2001a,b). In the Norwegian
summer approximately 2.2 million sheep and 80,000 goats graze freely. In one county in Norway, 66
sheep were killed by dogs between 1991 and 1998 (10 sheep/year for this county). This study, conducted
over 2 response years, was designed to measure the effects of electric shock on behaviors thought to be
associated with sheep attacks. It has some interesting implications, not all of which are noted by the
authors. First, these are contrived experimental situations and there were no actual quantitative or
qualitative data on the dogs’ behaviors before the experimental test. Second, to receive the 1-second,
3,000 V, 0.4 Amp electric shock (manufacturer specifications, no validation data), the dogs had to exhibit
a specific set of behaviors when in the presence of sheep. In the first year of the study 87.7% of the 138
hunting dogs chosen for study received no shocks because they did not exhibit the needed behaviors (!).
There were individual and breed differences in response to sheep and these differences in the way or rate

the dogs withdrew from sheep was not independent of behavioral patterns exhibited in the presence of
other dogs and humans reported previously. Third, younger dogs (_3 years) exhibited more interest in
sheep and chasing of them, suggesting that social development was occurring and an understanding of
developmental stage- associated specific behavioral suites may have been helpful in understanding how
many behaviors labeled as associated with sheep attacks actually reflected such behaviors.
Fourth, there were some interesting behaviors noted in the second year of the study when shocked
versus unshocked dogs were compared. Interest in sheep decreased between years regardless of group,
although reactivity (measured by latency to respond and discovery distance) increased in shocked dogs. In
the end, one dog who was persistent with sheep the first year and was shocked for it consistently, still
attacked sheep in the second year. This is important because it hints at variance in rewards. One
interpretation is that the cost of the shock was worth the reward gained by ignoring it. Fifth, shocked dogs
displayed various reactions to shock, in addition to withdrawal, including head shaking, vocalization, and
jumping. There were also changes in their behaviors toward humans suggesting increased vigilance
pertained to humans. Fourteen dogs studied the second year who approached sheep and were shocked in
this experimental context during the first year, did not do so or receive shocks the second year. However,
these dogs exhibited different behaviors than did the unshocked group, most of which are only hinted at
here, but suggest a response to distress. Given the behavioral patterns discussed in this article, and the
overall incidence of the problem, one is left wondering whether an aversion training system that alters
normal behaviors for the worse is worth risking given that truly dedicated animals don’t necessarily show
the desired response. In the absence of a comparable, but non-antagonist method (e.g., a control) to
discourage such behaviors, we have to acknowledge that the data are incomplete.
A more recent study comparing the response of goldfish and trout to shock intended to teach avoidance
(Dunlop et al., 2006) shows why our investigation of specific behavioral responses to shock should be
careful, complete, and nuanced. In short, social patterns between species affected responses: trout, a
social species, would withstand the highest level of shock (30 V) administered in the experiment if their
conspecifics were on the other side of the shock. Otherwise, they learned to avoid 3 V shocks. For
goldfish, the presence of conspecifics did not have the same effect. No fish were unchanged by the
shock when before and after behaviors and physiology were examined. Cortisol indicated the presence of
a stress response even when a ‘mild’ shock was applied, and the development of behaviors indicative of
fear were noted.
Given what I do for a living, my focus is always going to be the dogs. That said, whether or not anyone
understands or accepts what I have written here, there is one aspect, not yet discussed, that must be
considered. A blind reliance on these methods is preventing handlers and trainers from having the
partnership with science and scientists that would benefit both of them. We are in a time period where
canine cognition is the focus of much important research, often with surprising results (Hare et al., 2002;
Kaminski et al., 2004). An un- questioning commitment to old methods is going to hurt the caninehandler team. Regardless of how I feel about these methods, I think the people and dogs who work so
hard to make the world a safer place are heroic. They deserve the best methods and data available to help
them do their jobs. A large part of my research is committed exactly to this effort. Putting to use the
knowledge we have regarding canine cognition and learning depends on doing something that was
antithetical years ago: working with the dog as a cognitive, reasoning individual in a partnership based on
the best use of everyone’s skill sets. This is a heck of a lot harder than treating dogs simply as another tool
that cannot reason. The historic use of adversarial, coercive techniques no longer makes sense given what
we now know about dog cognition and learning.
We can do better. The canine handler teams that work best are those that best understand and trust each
other. Anything that interferes with that trust and understanding is hurting the team. When I work with

individuals or groups who use dogs in work I spend 90% of my time just translating for the dog. There are
alternatives to aversive devices. I recently watched a Schutzhund dog work just as well on a
Scruffy-Guider (Misty Pines Dog Park, Sewickley, PA) as he did on a choke collar, but he breathed
better.
I have seen military dogs learn almost instantly using head collars (Gentle Leader; Premier Pet Products,
Midlothian, VA) because the target of their focus was clear. And I have seen my own dog, Flash, recover
from being hung from a choke chain until he passed out, after which time he put the trainer in intensive
care. That is how he became my dog, he was my patient first. Some people reading this may have met
him, and so know what an amazing dog he is. Flash is the individual who first opened my eyes to learning
to think in a different way simply because any forceful interaction with him would have resulted in injury
to those exhibiting the force. No exceptions. His lessons have benefited many. Finally, SWGDOG is
committed to using science to make canine teams more effective, and to ensure that the data from such
teams meets standards that will allow those data to be upheld in court and other related situations. I am
co-chair of this group, along with another academician, a chemist, Dr. Ken Furton, Florida International
University, because canine behavior and genetics and analytical chemistry are both growing fields and at
the cornerstone of what detector dog teams do. When we created SWGDOG we all realized that this was
a chance for the operational and scientific community to talk and work together, and I remain committed
to this effort. We live in a time when we simply have no other choice.
I think that the same collaborative sentiment must hold true for all of us who work with animals. We have
run out of time to hide behind our own myths and in ivory towers. If not us, who; if not now, when?
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RESOLUTION NO. __ OF 2019
A RESOLUTION TO AUTHORIZE THE MAYOR AND CITY CLERK-TREASURER
TO PROVIDE FUNDING TO THE CABOT SENIOR CITIZEN CENTER FOR
NECESSARY IMPROVEMNETS TO THE SENIOR CITIZEN CENTER BUILDING;
AND TO AMEND THE 2019 GENERAL FUND OPERATING BUDGET AND THE 2019
SENIOR CITIZENS CENTER, HEALTH DEPARTMENT, AND LIBRARY FUND IN
THE AMOUNT OF $16,375 FOR THE IMPROVEMENTS; AND FOR OTHER
PURPOSES
WHEREAS, the Senior Citizen Center is in need of a covered walkway and covered
parking improvements in the amount of $16,375; and
WHEREAS, there are funds available in the General Fund Investment Account assigned
for maintenance to cover the costs of said improvements; and
WHERERAS, for practical and appropriate tracking of maintenance and related expenses the
Mayor desires to transfer the money to cover the costs of said improvements from the General Fund
to the Senior Citizens Center, Health Department, and Library Fund; and

WHEREAS, it is necessary to amend both the 2019 General Fund and the 2019 Senior
Citizens Center, Health Department, and Library Fund, in the amount of $16,375.00, due to said
transfer of funds for the above stated improvements; subject to the approval of this governing
body.
NOW THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED BY THE CITY COUNCIL OF CABOT,
ARKANSAS, THAT:
SECTION 1: The City of Cabot 2019 General Operating Fund and the 2019 Senior
Citizens Center, Health Department, and Library Fund are both hereby amended in the amount of
$16, 375 for above stated repairs.
SECTION 3: This resolution shall be in full force and effect from and after its passage.
SPONSOR:
Ken Kincade, Mayor

PASSED:
DATE:
APPROVED:

Ken Kincade, Mayor

APPROVED AS TO FORM:

ATTEST:

Jim Taylor, City Attorney

Tammy Yocom, City Clerk-Treasurer

